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Jubilee Fields Play Area in Hartley Wintney
- An outline proposal
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Older childrens area:

The older children require playstructures with room for them to test their
own limits, to spin and get dizzy and to
hang-out with friends. They like
playstructures, where they
can play catch and try a
wide range of obstacles.

Preschool area:

The preschool children like areas,
where there is room for them to play
next to each other, two and two. They
observe and reflect on their social
behaviour through playing. They need
peace around their roleplaying in a
sandpit or playhouse, and room
for balancing and climbing when
developing their motor skills.

The toddlers playarea consists of basic
play elements, with room for Mum or
Dad to join the play. A good toddler
play structure can help the toddler to
crawl, stand or walk. Visual elements and colours improves their language.
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Seating areas:

Every play area has a seating area.
In the toddlers area the seating is
integrated in the play area close to the
children. The preschool area is surrounded
with benches, following the path.
Plinths are placed in connection with the
play area for the oldest children, because
they enjoy to hang-out in groups.

Connecting
play track:

By connecting the play areas by a
play track, we create a secondary
play path, that expands the play
possibilities and binds the play environments together across the play
zones.

Path:

A through path safely connects the three play areas.
The path is connected to the
existing path at one end and
activity area at the other end.
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Colourful Play Systems
• A colourful design
• No maintenance
• Challenging play elements
• Activates many children
• Many tactile details

A playground of good quality steel lasts for a very long time, and
requires hardly any maintenance.
The play structures are designed to challenge all ages ranging from toddlers, preschool children, juniors, teenagers to adults. It helps toddlers
to develop motor skills, children to learn how to cooperate and stretch
their physical abilities, and teenagers to lose control and test their
strength.
Theses structures are packed with detail such as moving buttons, activity panels, “counters” and even hourglasses.
The steel constructions and colourful panels offer almost unimaginable
design possibilities. The structures come in all colours, shapes and sizes
and in different themes.
The rope structures comes in all heights and levels of difficulty. It is
possible to add social hideaways or additional elements such as slides,
swings and bridges.

